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Te fabrics in this collection are...
WEATHERPROOF
Protects you from wind, rain, sleet and snow.

WINDPROOF
Te tight construction of the fabric keeps out the wind
and hence helps protect from wind chill.
BREATHABLE

Have a high moisture vapour transmission rate
helps keep you dry when active.

NATURAL 100% COTTON
Te beneﬁt of cotton with environmental peace of mind.
COMFORTABLE
Enjoy the great outdoors and strolling down
the high street in equal comfort.
DURABLE
Te fabric is very long lasting. You can expect years of use
from a Holland & Sherry trenchcoat.
QUIET
No “rustle” and is ideal for camera work, hunting or
bird watching where noise would be a problem.
RELIABLE
Te fabric’s proven performance over many years means that
garments won’t suddenly breakdown unexpectedly.

TRENCHCOAT
COLLECTION
Holland & Sherry is pleased to introduce the
ﬁrst truly eﬀective all weather fabric whose
breathability performance remains unsurpassed.

Its secret lies in the uncoated and unlaminated
construction. Te fabrics are 100% cotton,
utilising the ﬁnest, long staple ﬁbres, only
found in the top 2% of the world’s crop. After
gentle spinning and doubling, the yarn is
woven into a very dense Oxford weave, using
up to 30% more yarn than conventional woven
fabrics.
Te performance of these fabrics results from
the properties of cotton ﬁbres which expand
when they come into contact with water. Te
combination of ﬁbres, yarns and weave causes
expansion in a uniform manner. Tis allows the
interstices within the fabric to close up,
preventing the further passage of water. In
addition to this, the fabric is impregnated with
a high quality DWR system which enhances
the fabrics water resistant properties and
increases performance.

Te fabric therefore provides excellent
protection against the wind, rain, snow and
cold.
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